Federated edge learning (FEEL) is a popular framework for model training at an edge server using data distributed at edge devices (e.g., smart-phones and sensors) without compromising their privacy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Edge learning refers to the deployment of learning algorithms at the network edge so as to have rapid access to massive mobile data for training artificial intelligence (AI) models [1] - [3] . A popular framework, called federated edge learning (FEEL), distributes the task of model training over many edge devices [4] , [5] . Thereby, FEEL exploits distributed data without compromising their privacy, and furthermore leverages the computation resources of edge devices. Essentially, the framework is a distributed implementation of stochastic gradient descent (SGD) in a wireless network. In FEEL, edge devices periodically upload locally trained models to an edge server, which are then aggregated and used to update a global model. When the edge devices participating in the learning process share the same wireless medium to convey local updates to the edge server, the limited radio resources can cause severe congestion over the air interface, resulting in a communication bottleneck for FEEL. One promising solution is over-the-air aggregation also called over-the-air computation (AirComp) that exploits the waveform superposition property of the wireless medium to support simultaneous transmission by all the devices [6] , [7] . Compared with conventional orthogonal access schemes, this can dramatically reduce the required resources, particularly many devices participate in FEEL. However, the uncoded linear analog modulation scheme used for over-the-air aggregation in [6] , [7] may cause difficulty in their deployment in existing systems, which typically use digital modulation (e.g., 3GPP). In this work, we propose a new design, called one-bit broadband digital aggregation (OBDA), that extends the conventional analog design by featuring digital modulation of gradients to facilitate efficient implementation of FEEL in a practical wireless system. We present a comprehensive convergence analysis of OBDA to quantify the effects of channel hostilities, including channel noise, fading and estimation errors, on its convergence rate. The results provide useful design guidelines on coping with the channel hostilities in FEEL systems with OBDA.
A. FEEL over a Multiple Access Channel
A typical FEEL algorithm involves iterations between two steps as shown in Fig. 1 . In the first step, the edge server broadcasts the current version of the global model to the participating edge devices. Each edge device employs SGD using only locally available data. In the next step, edge devices convey their local updates (gradient estimates or model updates) to the edge server.
Each iteration of these two steps is called one communication round. The iteration continues until the global model converges.
The communication bottleneck has already been acknowledged as a major challenge in the federated learning literature, and several strategies have been proposed to reduce the communication overhead. We can identify three main approaches. The first is to discard the updates from slowresponding edge devices (stragglers) for fast update synchronization [8] , [9] . Another approach is to employ update significance rather than the computation speed to schedule devices [10] , [11] .
Update significance is measured by either the model variance [10] , or the gradient divergence [11] corresponding to model-averaging [4] and gradient-averaging [5] implementation methods, respectively. The last approach focuses on update compression by exploiting the sparsity of gradient updates [12] , [13] and low-resolution gradient-parameter quantization [14] , [15] . However, all these approaches assume reliable links between the devices and the server and ignore the wireless nature of the communication medium.
However, the envisioned implementation of FEEL in practical wireless networks requires taking into account wireless channel hostilities and the scarcity of radio resources. The first works in the literature that studied FEEL taking into account the physical layer resource constraints focus on over-the-air aggregation [6] , [7] , [16] - [18] . Specifically, a broadband over-the-air aggregation system based on analog modulation called broadband analog aggregation (BAA) is designed in [6] , where the gradients/models transmitted by devices are averaged over frequency sub-channels. For such a system, several communication-learning tradeoffs are derived to guide the designs of broadband power control and device scheduling. Over-the-air aggregation is also designed for narrow-band channels with an additional feature of gradient dimension reduction exploiting gradient sparsity in [7] , [16] . Subsequently, channel-state information (CSI) requirement for overthe-air aggregation is relaxed by exploiting multiple antennas at the edge server in [17] . The joint design of device scheduling and beamforming for over-the-air aggregation is investigated in [18] to accelerate FEEL in a multi-antenna system. Few other recent works focus on radio resource management [19] - [21] . In [19] , a hierarchical FEEL framework is introduced in a cellular network. In [20] , a novel bandwidth allocation strategy is proposed for maximizing the model convergence rate by building on the convergence analysis accounting for packet transmission errors. Different classical scheduling schemes, such as proportional fair scheduling, are applied in a FEEL system and their effects on the convergence rate are studied in [21] .
The performance of FEEL is typically measured in terms of the convergence rate, which quantifies how fast the global model converges over communication rounds. The current work is the first to present a comprehensive framework for convergence analysis targeting over-the-air aggregation.
B. Over-the-Air Aggregation
With over-the-air aggregation, the edge server receives an approximate (noisy version) of the desired functional value, efficiently exploiting the available bandwidth by simultaneous transmission from all the devices, as opposed to orthogonalized massive access. The idea of over-the-air aggregation has previously been studied in the context of data aggregation in sensor networks, known also as AirComp. In [22] , function computation over a multiple access channel is studied from a fundamental information theoretic point of view, assuming independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) source sequences, and focusing on the asymptotic computation rate. This is extended in [23] to wireless multiple access channels and a more general class of non-linear functions. A practical implementation is presented in [24] . From an implementation perspective, techniques for distributed power control and robust design against channel estimation errors are proposed in [25] and [26] , respectively. More recently, AirComp techniques are designed for multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) systems for enabling spatially multiplexed vector-valued function computation in [27] - [29] . To this end, receive beamforming and an enabling scheme for CSI feedback are designed in [27] . The framework is extended to wirelesslypowered AirComp [28] and massive MIMO AirComp systems [29] .
Existing works on over-the-air aggregation, as well as its application in the context of FEEL [6] , [7] , [16] - [18] consider analog modulation assuming that the transmitter can modulate the carrier waveform as desired, freely choosing the I/Q coefficients as arbitrary real number.
However, most existing wireless devices come with embedded digital modulation chips, and they may not be capable of employing an arbitrary modulation scheme. In particular, modern cellular systems are based on OFDMA using quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). Therefore, the goal of the paper is to extend the over-the-air aggregation framework to FEEL considering transmitters that are limited to QAM.
C. Contributions and Organization
In this paper, we consider the implementation of over-the-air aggregation for FEEL over a practical wireless system with digital modulation. Building on the signSGD proposed in [15] and OFDM transceivers, we design an elaborate FEEL scheme, called OBDA, which features one-bit gradient quantization and QAM modulation at devices, over-the-air aggregation, and majorityvote based gradient-decoding at the edge server. This novel design will allow implementing AirComp across devices that are endowed with digital modulation chips, without requiring significant change in the hardware or the communication architecture.
Moreover, while existing works on over-the-air analog aggregation mostly rely on numerical experiments for performance evaluation [6] , [7] , one of the main contributions of this work is an analytical study of the convergence rate of the OBDA scheme. The considered (model) convergence rate is defined as the rate at which the average gradient norm, denoted byḠ, diminishes as the number of rounds, denoted by N , and the number of devices, denoted by K, grow. For ideal FEEL with single-bit gradient quantization transmitted over noiseless channels, the convergence rate is shown to be [15]
where c and c denote some constants related to the landscape of the training loss function.
The convergence rates of OBDA in the presence of channel hostilities are derived for three scenarios: 1) Gaussian multiple access channels, 2) fading multiple access channels with perfect (transmit) CSI, and 3) fading multiple access channels with imperfect (transmit) CSI. For all three scenarios, the derived convergence rates share the following form:
where the channel hostilities are translated into a scaling factor a ∈ (1, ∞) and a bias term b ∈ (0, ∞). It is clear that the wireless channel imperfections slow down the model convergence with respect to the noiseless counterpart in (1) . The two terms a and b are independent of N , but are functions of K and the receive signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as shown explicitly in the sequel. Particularly, as K or the receive SNR grows, a and b are shown to converge to their noiseless limits of 1 and 0, respectively. The convergence is shown to follow different scaling laws described as follows.
• Gaussian multiple access channels: We consider a multiple access channel with unit channel gain and additive complex Gaussian noise. For this case, the scaling factor a and the bias term b in (2) scale as 1 + O SNR , respectively. In other words, variation in channel quality due to fading translates into an effective reduction in the number of devices by factor α in each round. This leads to a further slow down in the convergence rate compared to the Gaussian channel.
• Multiple access channels with fading and imperfect CSI: In practise, CSI errors may exist due to inaccurate channel estimation. Using imperfect CSI for power control translates into additional perturbation to the received gradients. As a result, the terms a and b in (2)
, respectively, and are asymptotically independent of the received SNR. Compared with the preceding two cases, the much slower rates and their insensitivity to increasing SNR shows that CSI errors can incur severe degradation on the OBDA performance.
Organization: The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the learning and communication models. Section III presents the proposed OBDA scheme. The convergence analysis under the AWGN channel case is presented in Section IV, and further extended to the fading channel case in Section V accounting for both the perfect CSI and imperfect CSI scenarios. Section VI presents the experimental results using real datasets followed by concluding remarks in Section VII.
II. LEARNING AND COMMUNICATION MODELS
We consider a FEEL system comprising a single edge server coordinating the learning process across K edge devices as shown in Fig. 1 . Device k, k = 1, . . . , K, has its own local dataset, denoted by D k , consisting of labelled data samples {(x i , y j )} ∈ D k , where x i ∈ R d denotes the unlabelled data and y j ∈ R the associated label. A common model (e.g., a classifier), represented by the parameter vector w ∈ R q , is trained collaboratively across the edge devices, orchestrated by the edge server. Here q denotes the model size.
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A. Learning Model
The loss function measuring the model error is defined following the existing literature as follows [3] , [5] , [30] , [31] . The local loss function of the model vector w on D k is given by
where f (w, x j , y j ) denotes the sample loss quantifying the prediction error of the model w on the training sample x j with respect to (w.r.t.) its true label y j . For convenience, we rewrite f (w, x j , y j ) as f j (w), and assume uniform sizes for local datasets; that is, |D k | = D, ∀k. Then, the global loss function on all the distributed datasets can be written as
The goal of the learning process is thus to minimize the global loss function F (w), namely,
One way to solve (5) is to upload all the local datasets to the edge server, and solve the problem in a centralized manner. However, this is typically undesirable due to either privacy concerns, or the sheer size of the datasets. Alternatively, the FEEL framework can be employed to solve (5) in a distributed manner. We focus on the gradient-averaging implementation of FEEL in the current work as illustrated in Fig. 1 with the detailed procedure eloborated in the sequel.
In each communication round of FEEL, say the n-th round, device k computes a local estimate of the gradient of the loss function in (4) using its local dataset D k and the current parametervector w (n) . Let g (n) k ∈ R q denote the local gradient estimate at device k in the n-th round,
where we remove the dependence on the parameter vector w (n) for simplicity. Mathematically, we have
where ∇ represents the gradient operator.D k ⊂ D k is the selected data batch from the local dataset for computing the local gradient estimate, and n b is the batch size. Accordingly, n b = |D k | means that all the local dataset is used for gradient estimation. If the local gradient estimates can be sent to the edge server, the global gradient estimate would be computed as follows:
Then, the global gradient estimate is broadcast back to each device, which then uses it to update the current model via gradient descent based on the following equation:
where η denotes the learning rate. The steps in (6), (7) , and (8) are iterated until a convergence condition is met.
As observed from (7), it is only the aggregated gradient, i.e.,
not the individual gradient estimates {g k }, needed at the edge server for computing the global gradient estimate. This motivates the communication efficient aggregation scheme presented in Section III.
B. Communication Model
Local gradient estimates of edge devices are transmitted to the edge server over a broadband multiple access channel. To cope with the frequency selective fading and inter-symbol interference, OFDM modulation is adopted to divide the available bandwidth B into M orthogonal sub-channels. We assume that a fixed digital constellation is employed by all the devices to transmit over each sub-channel. Thus, each device needs to transmit its local gradient estimate using a finite number of digital symbols. This requires quantization of the local gradient estimates, and mapping each quantized gradient element to one digital symbol to facilitate the proposed OBDA. Letg k = [g k,1 , . . . ,g k,q ] T denote the channel input vector of the k-th device, where q is the size of the gradient vector, andg k,j ∈ Q for some finite digital input constellation Q.
During the gradient-uploading phase, all the devices transmit simultaneously over the whole available bandwidth. At each communication round, gradient-uploading duration consists of N s = q M OFDM symbols for complete uploading of all the gradient parameters. We assume symbollevel synchronization among the transmitted devices through a synchornization channel (e.g., "timing advance" in LTE systems [32] ). 1 Accordingly, the i-th aggregated gradient parameter, denoted byg i , with i = (t − 1)M + m, received at the m-th sub-carrier and t-th OFDM symbol is given by
where {h k [t, m]} are the i.i.d. channel coefficients, which follow Rayleigh distribution with h k [t, m] ∼ CN (0, 1); and p k [t, m] is the associated power control policy to be specified in the sequel. Finally, z[t, m] models the zero-mean i.i.d. additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with variance σ 2 z . For ease of notation, we skip the index of OFDM symbol t in the subsequent exposition whenever no confusion is incurred.
The power allocation over sub-channels, {p k [m]}, will be adapted to the corresponding channel coefficients, {h k [m]}, for implementing gradient aggregation via AirComp as presented in the sequel. The transmission of each device is subject to a long-term transmission power constraint:
where the expectation is taken over the distribution of random channel coefficients, and we assume E g k,ig * k,i = 1 without loss of generality. Since channel coefficients are i.i.d. over different sub-channels, the above power constraint reduces to
1 The accuracy of synchronization is proportional to the bandwidth dedicated for the synchronization channel. Particularly, the current state-of-the-art phase-locked loop can achieve a synchronization offset of 0.1B −1 s , where Bs is the amount of bandwidth used for synchronization. In existing LTE systems, the typical value of Bs is 1MHz. Thus, a sufficiently small synchronization offset of 0.1µsec can be achieved. Note that in a broadband OFDM system, as long as the synchronization offset is smaller than the length of cyclic prefix (the typical value is 5µsec in the LTE systems), the offset simply introduces a phase shift to the received symbol. The phase shift can be easily compensated by channel equalization, incurring no performance loss [33] .
III. ONE-BIT BROADBAND DIGITAL AGGREGATION (OBDA): SYSTEM DESIGN
As discussed, the essential idea of OBDA is to integrate signSGD and AirComp so as to support communication-efficient FEEL using digital modulation. The implementation of the idea requires an elaborate system design, which is explained in detail in this section.
A. Transmitter Design
The transmitter design for edge devices is shown in Fig. 2(a) . The design builds on a conventional OFDM transmitter with truncated channel-inversion power control. However, unlike in conventional communication systems, where coded data bits are passed to the OFDM encoder, here we feed raw quantized bits without any coding. Inspired by signSGD [15] , we apply one-bit quantization of local gradient estimates, which simply corresponds to taking the signs of the local gradient parameters element-wise:
Each of the binary gradient parameters is modulated into one binary phase shift keying (BPSK) symbol. We emphasize that, even though we use BPSK modulation in our presentation and the convergence analysis for simplicity, the extension of OBDA to 4-QAM configuration is straightforward by simply viewing each 4-QAM symbol as two orthogonal BPSK symbols.
Indeed, we employ 4-QAM modulation for the numerical experiments in Section VI. The long symbol sequence is then divided into blocks, and each block of M symbols is transmitted as a single OFDM symbol with one symbol/parameter over each frequency sub-channel.
Assuming perfect CSI at the transmitter, sub-channels are inverted by power control so that gradient parameters transmitted by different devices are received with identical amplitudes, achieving amplitude alignment at the receiver as required for OBDA. Nevertheless, a bruteforce approach is inefficient if not impossible under a power constraint since some sub-channels are likely to encounter deep fades. To overcome the issue, we adopt the more practical truncatedchannel-inversion scheme [6] . To be specific, a sub-channel is inverted only if its gain exceeds a so called power-cutoff threshold, denoted by g th , or otherwise allocated zero power. Then the transmission power of the k-th device on the m-th sub-channel, p k [m], is given by
A block of gradient parameters where ρ 0 is a scaling factor set to satisfy the average-transmit-power constraint in (12) , and determines the receive power of the gradient update from each device as observed from (10).
Quantization and BPSK Modulation
The exact value of ρ 0 can be computed via
where Ei(x) is the exponential integral function defined as
The result follows from the fact that the channel coefficient is Rayleigh distributed h k [m] ∼ CN (0, 1), and thus the channel gain g k = |h k [m]| 2 follows an exponential distribution with unit mean. Thus the power constraint in (12) is explicitly given by ρ 0
M . The desired result follows by solving the integral.
We remark that the policy can cause the loss of those gradient parameters that are mapped to the truncated sub-channels. To measure the loss, we define the non-truncation probability of a parameter, denoted by α, as the probability that the associated channel gain is above the power-cutoff threshold:
The result immediately follows from the exponential distribution of the channel gain. The value of α affects the learning convergence rate as shown in the sequel. Fig. 2(b) shows the receiver design for the edge server. It has the same architecture as a conventional OFDM receiver except that the digital detector is replaced with a majority-vote based decoder for estimating the global gradient-update from the received signal as elaborated in the following.
B. Receiver Design
Consider an arbitrary communication round. Given the simultaneous transmission of all participating devices, the server receives superimposed waveforms. By substituting the truncatedchannel-inversion policy in (14) into (10), the server obtains the aggregated local-gradient block, denoted by a M × 1 vectorg[t], at the parallel-to-serial converter output [see Fig. 2 (b)] as:
(Over-the-air aggregation)
where t is the index of the local-gradient block (OFDM symbol) as defined in (10),g (Tr)
. . ,g k,tM ] T , with the truncated elements determined by the channel realizations according to (14) and set to zero. Next, cascading all the N s blocks recovers the full-dimension aggregated one-bit quantized local gradient estimates:
Finally, to attain a global gradient estimate fromg for model updating, a majority-vote based decoder is adopted and enforced by simply taking the element-wise sign ofg:
The operation essentially estimates the global gradient-update by element-wise majority vote based on the one-bit quantized local gradient estimates attained at different devices.
Then, the server initiates the next communication round by broadcasting the global gradient estimate to all the devices for model updating via
or completes the learning process if the convergence criterion (e.g., target number of communication rounds) is met.
IV. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS FOR OBDA OVER AWGN CHANNELS
In this section, we formally characterize the learning performance of a FEEL system deploying the proposed OBDA scheme in Section III over static AWGN channels; that is, we assume h k [t, m] = 1, ∀k, t, m, in this section. Particularly, we focus on understanding how the channel noise affects the convergence rate of the proposed scheme.
A. Basic Assumptions
To facilitate the convergence analysis, several standard assumptions are made on the loss function and computed gradient estimates. In order to allow the developed theory to be applicable to the popular deep neural networks (DNNs), we do not assume a convex loss function, but require a lower bounded one as formally stated below, which is the minimal assumption needed for ensuring convergence to a stationary point [34] .
Assumption 1 (Bounded Loss Function). For any parameter vector w, the associated loss function is lower bounded by some value F * , i.e., F (w) ≥ F * , ∀w.
Assumptions 2 and 3 below, on the Lipschitz smoothness and bounded variance, respectively, are standard in the stochastic optimization literature [34] .
Assumption 2 (Smoothness). Let g denote the gradient of the loss function F (w) in (4) evaluated at point w = [w 1 , · · · , w q ] with q denoting the number of model parameters. We assume that there exist a vector of non-negative constants L = [L 1 , · · · , L q ], that satisfy
Assumption 3 (Variance Bound). It is assumed that the stochastic gradient estimates {g j } defined in (6) are independent and unbiased estimates of the batch gradient g = ∇F (w) with coordinate bounded variance, i.e.,
where g j,i and g i denote the i-th element of g j (w) and g(w), respectively, and σ = {σ 1 . . . σ q } is a vector of non-negative constants.
We further assume that the data-stochasticity induced gradient noise, which causes the discrepancy between g j and g, is unimodal and symmetric, as verified by experiments in [15] and formally stated below.
Assumption 4 (Unimodal, Symmetric Gradient Noise). For any given parameter vector w, each element of the stochastic gradient vector g j (w), ∀j, has a unimodal distribution that is also symmetric around its mean (the ground-truth full-batch gradient elements).
Clearly, Gaussian noise is a special case. Note that even for a moderate mini-batch size, we expect the central limit theorem to take effect and render typical gradient noise distributions close to Gaussian.
B. Convergence Analysis
The above assumptions allow tractable convergence analysis as follows. Given AWGN channels, the gradient aggregation is a direct consequence of the multiple access channel output and the power control in (14) is not needed in this case. Specifically, without truncation due to fading, the full-dimension aggregated local gradient defined in (18) is given bỹ
where we have ρ 0 = P 0 M according to the power constraint in (12) . The resulting convergence rate of the proposed OBDA scheme is derived as follows.
Theorem 1. Consider a FEEL system deploying OBDA over AWGN channels, the model convergence rate is given by
where the scaling factor a AWGN and the bias term b AWGN are given by
N denotes the number of communication rounds, and ρ = ρ 0
For the result, we set the learning rate η = 1 √ L 1 N and the mini-batch size n b = N .
Proof: See Appendix A.
For comparison, we reproduce below the convergence rate over noiseless channels derived as Theorem 2 in [15] .
Lemma 1. The convergence rate with OBDA over error-free channels is given by
Remark 1 (Effect of Channel Noise). A comparison between the results in Theorem 1 and
Lemma 1 reveals that the existence of channel noise slows down the convergence rate by adding a scaling factor and a positive bias term, i.e., a AWGN and b AWGN , respectively, to the upper bound on the time-averaged gradient norm. Due to the increased bound, more communication rounds will be needed for convergence. Nevertheless, the negative effect of channel noise vanishes at a scaling rate of 1 K as the number of participating devices grows. We can also see that we recover the convergence rate in Lemma 1 when ρ → ∞.
V. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS FOR OBDA OVER FADING CHANNELS
In this section, we extend the convergence result for AWGN channels to the more general case of fading channels. For this case, transmit CSI is needed for power control. We consider both the cases of perfect CSI and imperfect CSI in the analysis. The same set of assumptions as in Section IV-A are also made here.
A. Convergence Rate with Perfect CSI
With perfect CSI at each device, the truncated channel inversion power control can be accurately performed. The resultant convergence rate of the OBDA scheme can be derived below:
Theorem 2. Consider a FEEL system deploying OBDA over fading channels with truncated channel inversion power control using perfect CSI, the model convergence rate is given by
where the scaling factor a FAD and the bias term b FAD are given by Proof: See Appendix C
Remark 2 (Effect of Channel Fading). A comparison between Theorems 1 and 2 reveals
that the existence of channel fading further slows down the convergence rate of the OBDA by introducing a larger scaling factor and a bias term: a FAD > a AWGN and b FAD > b AWGN . This negative effect of channel fading vanishes at a scaling rate of 1 αK as the number of participating devices grows. Compared with the AWGN counterpart, the rate is slowed down by a factor of α.
The degradation is due to the gradient truncation induced by truncated channel inversion power control to cope with fading.
B. Convergence Rate with Imperfect CSI
In practice, there may exist channel estimation errors that lead to imperfect channel inversion and, as a result, reduces the convergence rate. To facilitate the analysis, we adopt the bounded channel estimation error model (see e.g., [35] ), where the estimated CSI is a perturbed version of the ground-true one and the additive perturbation, denoted as ∆, is assumed to be bounded:
where we assume the absolute value of the perturbation is bounded by |∆| ≤ ∆ max √ g th 2 with a zero mean E(∆) = 0, and a variance of Var(∆) = σ 2 ∆ . Based on the above CSI model, the model convergence rate can be derived below.
Theorem 3. Consider a FEEL system deploying OBDA over fading channels with truncated channel inversion power control using imperfect CSI, the model convergence rate is
where the scaling factor a CERR and the bias term b CERR are given by
and ρ = ρ 0 Proof: See Appendix D 2 When there exist channel estimation errors, it is desirable to set a relative high channel cutoff threshold g th to ensure that g th ∆ 2 max for avoiding the channel truncation decision misled by the estimation perturbation ∆.
Remark 3 (Effect of Imperfect CSI). Comparing Theorem 3 and Theorem 2, one can observe that the imperfect CSI reduces the convergence rate for OBDA even further as reflected by larger scaling factor and bias terms: a CERR > a FAD and b CERR > b FAD . Particularly, with imperfect CSI, the negative effect of channel fading vanishes at a slower scaling law of 1 √ αK as the number of participating devices increases. In contrast, it is a 1 αK that is much faster. The results in (32) also quantify the effect of the level of CSI accuracy (represented by ∆ max ) on the convergence rate for the proposed scheme.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
For numerical experiments we consider a FEEL system with one edge server and K = 100 proposed OBDA. This is due to inaccurate aggregation, which results in a deviated gradient for model updating. These observations are aligned with our analysis presented in Theorems 1-3.
B. Effect of the Device Population
The effect of the device population on the convergence behaviour is illustrated in Fig. 4, where we set the number of communication-rounds as 50 and plot the curves of test accuracy w.r.t.
the total number of edge-devices K for the three considered scenarios. It is observed that, in all scenarios, the test accuracy grows as K increases. This is because a larger K suppresses the noise variance inherent in stochastic gradients as well as the negative effects due to wireless hostilities. This phenomenon is coined as majority-vote gain. In particular, the majority-vote gain is observed to be the most prominent in the gentle wireless condition (i.e., AWGN), and weakened in the hostile one (i.e., fading with imperfect CSI). This behaviour is aligned with analytical results in Theorems 1-3, which showed that the negative effects introduced by different wireless hostilities vanish, at different rates, with the growth of the device population.
C. Performance Comparison: Digital OFDMA, BAA and OBDA
A performance comparison between digital transmission using OFDMA, BAA developed in [6] , and the proposed OBDA is presented in Fig. 5 . In this figure, the test accuracy and communication latency are plotted for these three schemes over a fading multiple access channel with perfect CSI. For the digital OFDMA, sub-channels are evenly allocated to the edge devices;
gradient-update parameters are quantized into bit sequences with 16-bit per coefficient; and adaptive MQAM modulation is used to maximize the spectrum efficiency under a target bit error rate of 10 −3 . It can be observed from Fig. 5(a) BAA and OBDA are in descending order while all three schemes achieve comparable accuracies after sufficient number of communication rounds. The reason behind the faster convergence rate of digital OFDMA compared to BAA is that the channel noise introduces a scaling factor and a bias term to the expected gradient norm, and thus slows down the convergence. The performance gap between the BAA and OBDA in terms of convergence speed arises from the quantization loss introduced by the latter. However, we observe that the gap between the two is small, which shows that over-the-air gradient aggregation can be employed with devices employing simple 4-QAM modulation without significant performance loss w.r.t. analog aggregation. On the other hand, it can be observed from Fig. 5(b) that, without compromising the learning accuracies, the per-round communication latencies for both OBDA and BAA are independent of the number of devices. While for the digital OFDMA, the latency scales up as the device population grows.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In the context of FEEL, we have proposed a novel digital over-the-air gradient aggregation scheme, called OBDA, for communication-efficient distributed learning across wireless devices. gradient aggregation. To understand its performance, a comprehensive convergence analysis framework for OBDA subject to wireless channel hostilities is developed. This work represents the first attempt to develop digital AirComp, which is more practical, compared to its analog counterpart, in terms of the compatibility with the modern digital communication infrastructure.
As future work, we will consider the generalization of the current work to multi-cell FEEL,
where the effect of inter-cell interference should be taken into account. Moreover, based on the analytical results on the convergence rate, new radio resource allocation techniques aiming to accelerate the training convergence can be further developed.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem 1
The proof is conducted following the widely-adopted strategy of relating the norm of the gradient to the expected improvement made in a single algorithmic step, and comparing this with the total possible improvement under Assumption 1. A key technical challenge we overcome is in showing how to directly deal with a biased gradient estimate v of the full-batch gradient g as specified in the sequel. Note that the current subsection also serves as another purpose of presenting the general framework for convergence analysis of OBDA, which also applies to the later extension to the more complicated scenarios.
To start with, we first bound the improvement of the objective during a single step of the algorithm for one instantiation of the data-stochasticity induced noise based on Assumption 2.
To this end, substituting the step in (20) to (21) and decomposing the improvement to expose the (data-and-channel) stochasticity-induced error we have:
= −η g (n) 1 +
whereg (n) i and g (n) i denote the i-th element ofg (n) and g (n) , respectively.
Next we find the expected improvement at time k + 1 conditioned on the previous iterate.
where g (n) is a constant vector due to the conditioning. It can be noted from (36) that the expected improvement on the objective crucially depends on the (decoding) bit error probability, i.e.,
which is intuitively determined by the level of the noise introduced by the data-stochasticity and the wireless channel. To formalize the intuition, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2. The bit error probability in the AWGN channel is bounded by
where we have defined S i = √ n b |g (n) i | σ i as the gradient-signal-to-data-noise ratio. The coefficient √ n b is because each of the local gradient estimateg k,i is computed over a mini-batch of size n b , thus the resultant gradient variance reduces from σ 2 i to σ 2 i n b according to Assumption 3 and Equation (6) .
Proof: See Appendix B
Having Lemma 2 at hand, by substituting it into (36) we have
Further plug in the learning rate and mini-batch settings η = 1 √ L 1 N and n b = N , we have
Now we take the expectation over w (n) to average out the randomness in the optimization trajectory and perform a telescoping sum over the iterates:
In the end, the desired result in Theorem 1 can be easily obtained by rearranging terms in (40), which completes the proof.
B. Proof of Lemma 2
The key idea of the proof is to establish an equivalent mathematical event of sign(g (n)
i ) = sign(g (n) i ) described by well-defined random variables with known distributions. To this end, let X i denote the number of edge devices with correct sign bit at the i-th element of the gradient vector, namely, that with sign(g (n) k,i ) = sign(g (n) i ), andX i = X i +z i denote the noisy version of X i corrupted by the effective channel noisez i = z i 2 √ ρ 0 ∼ N (0, σ 2 z 4ρ 0 ). Note that X i is the sum of K independent Bernoulli trials, and thus binomial with success probability and failure probability denoted by
respectively. Then we derive the mean and variance ofX i as follows:
where we have defined i = p i − 1/2 = 1/2 − q i for ease of subsequent derivation.
According to (24) , to ensure that
X i must be larger than K 2 . Therefore we have
Applying the known Cantellis' inequality, P(X − E[X] ≥ λ) ≤ var(X) var(X)+λ 2 , λ > 0, on (46) yields
where the second inequality is due to the fact that 1 + a 2 ≥ 2a. Next, we plug in the statistics ofX in (43) and (44), to obtain
where the second inequality is due to the fact that
To proceed with, we need a bound on i = 1/2 − q i that can relate it to the gradient-signalto-data-noise ratio S i defined in Lemma 2. The bound can be attained from the following bound on q i , the failure probability for the sign bit of a single device, under the unimodal symmetric gradient noise assumption stated in Assumption 4. 
∀i.
Proof: The result follows from the known Gauss' inequality recalled below. For a unimodal symmetric random variable X with mean µ and variance σ 2 , the following inequality holds:
Without loss of generality, assume that g (n) i is negative. Then applying the Gauss' inequality, the bound on the failure probability for the sign bit can be derived as follows:
where the term √ n b is due to that each of the local gradient estimateg k,i is computed over a mini-batch of size n b . Finally, the desired result is obtained by noting
Next, combining the equation i = 1/2 − q i and Lemma 3, we can obtain:
whose proof involves only simple algebraic manipulations, e.g., checking the monotonicity of the piece-wise function on the right hand side of (51), and is skipped here for brevity. Note that (52) further implies that
which follows from the fact that
Finally, by substituting (52) and (53) into (48), the error probability of received sign vector can be further bounded by
This gives the desired result by simply rearranging the terms.
C. Proof of Theorem 2
The convergence analysis for the fading channel case also follows the general strategy of relating the norm of the gradient to the expected improvement in objective as presented in Appendix A. Specifically, the expression for calculating the single-step expected improvement in (36) still applies for the fading channel case, while a new expression for bit error probability P err i defined in (37) need be derived to account for the additional randomness introduced by channel fading. This is the key challenge tackled in the following proof.
Due to the adoption of the truncated channel inversion power control in (14) , the random channel fading makes the devices sending the i-th gradient element a random set denoted by K i , with its size denoted by K i . We can rewrite the i-th aggregated gradient element at the channel output in (10) as follows:g
Conditioned on the size of the transmitting set K i , the error probability of received sign bit is first derived. Based on this, the unconditional error probability will be derived next.
Lemma 4. Consider the fading channel with truncated channel inversion power control with perfect CSI. The bit error probability conditioned on the size of the transmitting set K i is given by
Proof: For the case with non-empty transmitting set, i.e., K i ≥ 1, the result directly follows Lemma 2 by noting the similarity between the channel model in (55) and that in (24) . While for the case K i = 0, no device is transmitting, and thus only channel noise is received at the edge server, thereby the decoding process reduces to a random guess, with an error probability of 1 2 . We note that the size of the transmitting set, K i follows a binomial distribution K i ∼ B(K, α)
with α denoting the non-truncation probability derived in (16) . This immediately leads to the following results:
By the law of total probability, the unconditioned error probability P err i can be computed via
Then, by substituting Lemma 4 and the results in (57) into (58), we can compute a bound on the unconditional error probability as follows:
To simplify (59), we find it useful to establish the following two important inequalities.
Lemma 5. The following two inequalities hold:
Proof: We start with the first inequality. Function f (K, α) can be rewritten as follows:
Note that since k+2 k+1 ≤ 2 the function f (K, α) can be bounded by
Next, we move to the proof of the second inequality. Similarly, we have
We remark that the undesired square root operation on 1 k+1 makes it harder to derive a bound on g(K, α) as the tricks used for deriving the first inequality cannot be applied here. Nevertheless the challenge can be overcome by rewritting (64) as g(K, α) = KαE 1 k + 1 3 2 ,
where the expectation is taken over a random variable k that follows the binomial distribution B(K − 1, α). Then by Jensen's inequality, we have
(66)
This suggests that we can obtain a bound on g(K, α) by bounding E 1 k+1 3 , which is derived below. We have Note that since k+3 k+1 k+2 k+1 ≤ 6, the expectation can be further bounded by
Finally, plugging (68) and (66) into (65) we can attain the desired second inequality.
Then applying Lemma 5 on (59) gives the unconditional bit error probability as follows.
Lemma 6. Consider the fading channel with truncated channel inversion power control with perfect CSI. The unconditional bit error probability is bounded by
With Lemma 6 at hand, the desired result in Theorem 2 can be easily derived by substituting Lemma 6 into (36) and following the same machinery presented in (39)-(40).
D. Proof of Theorem 3
Again, the same analysis framework presented in Appendix A applies, while the remaining work is to derive a new bit error probability P err i (defined in (37)) to account for the additional error introduced by the imperfect CSI as presented in the following.
First, we define K i = {k | |ĥ k | 2 ≥ g th } as the set of devices transmitting the i-th gradient element, whose estimated channel gain is larger than the cutoff threshold. Then, according to the imperfect CSI model in (30) , we can rewrite the i-th aggregated gradient element at the channel output in (10) as follows:
Next, according to the assumption |∆| ≤ ∆ max √ g th , and the fact that |ĥ k | ≥ √ g th , for
k ∈ K i , we can show that
The proof is as follows: the condition |ĥ k | = |h k + ∆| ≥ √ g th , for k ∈ K i suggests that |h k | + |∆| ≥ √ g th , for k ∈ K i . Then we have |h k | |∆| ≥ √ g th |∆| − 1 ≥ √ g th |∆max| − 1 1 as desired.
From (71), by Taylor expansion we have 1
. By ignoring the high order term,g (n) i in (70) can be approximated as
where
k,i captures the error introduced by the imperfect CSI. Note thatg (n) k,i takes only the binary values of +1 and −1, and |h k | ≥ √ g th − ∆ max , for k ∈ K i . Conditioned on K i , we can bound the variance of I i as follows:
By noting the similarity between (72) and (24) , and taking I i as an additional noise introduced by the imperfect CSI, we can apply the same machinery presented in Appendix B and the argument in the proof of Lemma 4 to derive the conditional bit error probability for the imperfect CSI case as follows. The detailed proof is skipped due to space constraint.
Lemma 7. Consider the fading channel with truncated channel inversion power control with imperfect CSI. The bit error probability conditioned on the size of the transmitting set K i is
(74) 29 Then by the law of total probability and using the results in (57), the unconditional error probability P err i = P err i (K i = 0) · P(K i = 0) + P err i (K i ≥ 1) · P(K i ≥ 1) can be bounded by
The above expression can be further simplified by applying Lemma 5 as presented below.
Lemma 8. Consider the fading channel with truncated channel inversion power control with imperfect CSI. The unconditional bit error probability is given by
With Lemma 8 at hand, the desired result in Theorem 3 can be easily derived by substituting Lemma 8 into (36) and following the same machinery presented in (39)-(40).
